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In a 3-year longitudinal, mixed-method study, 67 children in two schools were observed during literacy activities in Grades 1–3. Children and their teachers were interviewed each year about the children’s motivation to read and write. Taking a grounded theory approach, content analysis of the child interview protocols identified the motivations that were salient to children at each grade level in each domain, looking for patterns by grade and school. Analysis of field notes, teacher interviews, and child interviews suggests that children’s motivation for literacy is best understood in terms of development in specific contexts. Development in literacy skill and teachers’ methods of instruction and raising motivation provided affordances and constraints for literate activity and its accompanying motivations. In particular, there was support for both the developmental hypotheses of Renninger and her colleagues (Hidi & Renninger, 2006) and of Pressick-Kilborne and Walker (2002). The positions of poor readers and the strategies they used were negotiated and developed in response to the social meanings of reading, writing, and relative literacy skill co-constructed by students and teachers in each classroom. The relationship of these findings to theories of motivation is discussed.

Teachers of young children often list “developing a love of reading and writing” as among their most important literacy goals for their students (Nolen, 2001). Yet relatively little research has focused on the process of developing literacy motivation among the youngest readers and writers. In part, this lack is due to the difficulties of applying traditional approaches of motivation research to young children. Previous research on motivation to read, for example, has relied on self-reports, particularly surveys (Baker & Wigfield, 1999; Guthrie, Van Meter, McCann, & Wigfield, 2007).
1996). Concern about how young students interpret survey and interview questions has limited their use. Some researchers have relied on teacher or parent questionnaires (e.g. Baker & Scher, 2002) but these strategies make it difficult to discern the child’s perspective. Even less research has taken the literacy learning context into account. The study presented here uses ethnographic observation, along with interviews of students and their teachers, in a longitudinal design to examine changes in literacy motivation over three years for primary students in two schools.

Motivation theory has seen a recent shift from considering context as an independent variable influencing individuals’ motivation, and toward considering motivation itself as socially constructed, both influenced by and influencing the meaning of acts and beliefs in contexts. Such a position entails the possibility that individuals’ definitions of motivation, interest, learning, achievement, and other constructs are different in different situations, and that they develop over time. Some motivation theories distinguish between stable, trait-like orientations and situation-specific involvement (Nicholls, 1989; Nolen, 1988; Thorkildsen & Nicholls, 1998). Hidi and her colleagues (Hidi, 1990; Hidi & Anderson, 1992; Hidi & Berndorff, 1998; Renninger & Hidi, 2002) distinguish between situational interest, a temporary state of being drawn to an object, and individual interest, a stable or trait-like attraction to the same object over time.¹ It has been suggested, with some empirical support, that situational interest, if sustained over time by providing interesting and autonomy-supportive instructional environments, can develop into a stable individual interest (Hidi, Berndorff, & Ainley, 2002; Krapp, 2002; Lipstein & Renninger, 2006; Mitchell, 1993; Renninger & Hidi, 2002). Reading, for example, could lead to the development of individual interest in specific topics (Hidi et al., 2002), but may also lead to or be reinforced by a well-developed interest in the activity of reading (Renninger & Hidi, 2002).

Most motivation research has been deductive, proceeding from a particular theory (with its particular definitions of motivation, achievement, interest, and the like) to hypothesis testing and back to theory. Developmental studies have been primarily cross-sectional or of relatively short duration, making assumptions about the meaning of motivational constructs across time that may not be warranted (Nolen, 2004). For studying motivation development as situated in social contexts, however, taking the students’ perspectives into account, other approaches become necessary. In particular, some way to account for the role of social contexts and the changing meanings attached to various motivated actions is needed (Pressick-Kilborn & Walker, 2002; Walker, Pressick-Kilborn, Arnold, & Sainsbury, 2004).

¹Walker and Pressick-Kilborn (2002) argue that both situational and individual interests are socially constructed and thus both are situational to some extent.
Recently, a number of researchers have taken a more ethnographic approach to studying the role of context in motivation for learning over time (e.g., Nolen, 2001; Oldfather, 2002; Oldfather, West, White, & Wilmarth, 1999; Pressick-Kilborn & Walker, 2002; Renninger & Hidi, 2002; Thorkildsen, 2002; Thorkildsen, Nicholls, Bates, Brankis, & DeBolt, 2002; Walker et al., 2004). In the longitudinal study presented here, the analysis characterized children’s emic views of reading and writing in particular contexts, including the reasons for reading and writing they found salient. The role of the classroom contexts in children’s adoption of these reasons was explored through analysis of ethnographic fieldnotes, and teacher and child interviews. Change over time was analyzed in relation to increasing levels of literacy skill and to changes in classroom context as children moved from one grade to another.

MOTIVATION TO READ AND WRITE

Reading and writing are particularly rich areas for motivation research because there are so many reasons for engaging in these activities, and because of the essentially social nature of literacy. Reading can be a source of pleasure, a source of information, a classroom task, or a context for social interaction. It can be seen as a means to gaining knowledge or status, or as an enjoyable activity in itself. One of the few studies of reasons for reading taking an emic perspective is the work of Guthrie and his colleagues (Guthrie et al., 1996). They used a semi-structured interview to identify 13 different reasons for reading in a sample of 20 third- and fifth-grade students participating in the Cognitively Oriented Reading Instruction (CORI) reading intervention. The CORI intervention stresses reading to understand and learn about interesting topics in science, and presents specific strategies in the context of purposeful reading. Children gave reasons for reading ranging from interest in learning more about a science topic, to compliance with authority, to reading to avoid work. The reasons for reading that are salient to children may be, in part, a result of the reasons stressed in their schools or classrooms. Because Guthrie and colleagues interviewed only the CORI intervention group, this possibility could not be addressed.

Like reading, writing also has utilitarian, tool-like aspects but can be seen as means of social interaction or an inherently engaging activity in its own right. Silva and Nicholls (1993) found that adult college students’ beliefs about what it meant to write well and their goals for writing were related to their intrinsic motivation to write. They identified three definitions of success in writing with distinctive goals: creativity and self-expression goals, goals of improving logical reasoning and
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2There were 14 categories of motivation identified by Guthrie et al. (1996); however, the last, “reading efficacy,” was not a motivation but a self-perception.
knowledge of subject matter, and the goal of being methodical and correct in surface-level conventions (e.g., punctuation and spelling). Creative self-expression goals were most strongly related to intrinsic commitment to writing. Children’s goals and motivations are likely to be related as well, but may change with instructional and social context. In classrooms where student writing is shared with a wide audience, for example, the goal of creative self-expression or entertaining one’s friends might rise to the fore.

The Role of Social Context in Developing Literacy Motivation

The social contexts in which reading and writing occur contribute to children’s notions of the nature of reading and writing and their place in school and family life (Baker, Scher, & Mackler, 1997; Freppon, 1991; Heath, 1982; Scher & Baker, 1997). Numerous researchers have documented relationships between instruction and other contextual variables and motivation for literacy (Bogner, Raphael, & Pressley, 2002; Guthrie & Alao, 1997; Guthrie & Knowles, 2001; Oldfather, 2002; Oldfather & Dahl, 1994; Thorkildsen, 2002). In a series of studies, Guthrie and his colleagues, for example, found that motivation for expository reading is greater when instruction is organized around a conceptual theme; students interact with tangible objects, events, or experiences; students are allowed opportunities for self-direction, self-expression, and social collaboration; and students are provided with interesting texts and supports for strategic reading, including modeling and coaching, peer discussions, and student reflection (Guthrie & Knowles, 2001).

Instruction that provides cognitive and emotional supports for learning can also increase students’ motivation (Turner et al., 1998). Allowing students to pursue their interests, for example, does more than provide a sense of autonomy and self-direction. It allows children to make use of prior knowledge useful for understanding and producing text (Hidi & Anderson, 1992; Hidi et al., 2002), making success experiences more likely and fostering self-efficacy and positive emotions (Pajares, 2003; Pekrun, Goetz, Titz, & Perry, 2002; Walker, 2003). Teachers who normalize individual differences by using methods that allow for individual differences in skill, purpose, and strategy can communicate to students that they are valued for who they are, encouraging students to be honest about their weaknesses and to take pride in their strengths (Oldfather, 2002; Thorkildsen, 2002; Thorkildsen et al., 2002).

The place of literacy (and of reading and writing competence) in the social structure of the classroom may also influence children’s motivation to learn. Literacy is highly valued in most societies (and classrooms); thus, mastery or competence motivation (Nicholls, 1989; White, 1959) might be important to young children. Children may also begin to internalize adults’ reasons for reading and writing
as necessary for success in life or social relatedness (Deci & Ryan, 2000; Thorkildsen, 2002). Becoming a skilled reader and writer might confer social status if teachers prefer those with higher literacy skills (West, 2002). At the same time, such status differences might provide added incentive for less-skilled students to increase their efforts. Although it has been primarily treated as an individual difference variable, interest can also be fostered and channeled by peers, teachers, and other aspects of the social context (Pressick-Kilborn & Walker, 2002; Walker et al., 2004).

The Role of Interest in Motivation for Literacy

Interest is usually studied as an individual difference variable, and refers to the affective and cognitive interaction of a person with an interest object (e.g., topic, activity, physical object) (Hidi, 1990; Krapp, Hidi, & Renninger, 1992). To date, studies of interest in reading and writing have primarily focused on the influence of interest on learning from text (Hidi & Anderson, 1992; Schiefele, 1990, 2001) or quality of writing production (Benton, Corkill, Sharp, Downey, & Khramtsova, 1995; Hidi et al., 2002; Hidi & McLaren, 1991). The type of interest generally invoked is “topic interest,” or interest in a subject-matter area. If one were interested in the subject of human development, for example, one would be expected to process texts on human development more deeply and effectively, and to produce longer and more elaborated text on the topic. Reading and writing activities are viewed as means to an end—tools to be used in learning and communicating about interesting topics. Nevertheless, it is possible to consider interest in reading and writing for their own sake as interesting activities. This possibility has received less research attention.

Reading and writing share certain characteristics relevant to interest and motivation. Both can involve working with more or less interesting texts. Both reading and writing can be used for utilitarian purposes; both can afford pleasure and present challenges to the learner. Motivation to read and motivation to write also differ from each other in some fundamental ways. Interest in reading may consist primarily of an opportunity for what Schiefele (2001) calls “object-related” interest, stimulated by the material that is read rather than the act of reading itself. Writing is different in that it is primarily an act of creating or producing texts, rather than consuming them. In situations where the writer has some choice in the manner or subject of composition, the motivation for text production may come, in part, from an interest in the topic, but may also emerge from the positive emotions that accompany creativity and self-determination (Pekrun et al., 2002). Because interest has a clear relationship to ongoing intrinsic motivation and to learning from and producing text, the development of interest is explored in this study.
A LONGITUDINAL STUDY OF LITERACY MOTIVATION DEVELOPMENT

This study uses a longitudinal design to examine changes in individuals’ motivations to read and write across 2 or 3 years. It builds on previous research in a number of ways. It extends research on the role of classroom context on motivation by following children across different literacy contexts over 3 years. This longitudinal design provides data on changes in both literacy skill and the role of literacy in the classroom. It provides an opportunity to assess the motivations that are salient from the child’s perspective, and to compare these motivations with the constructs in current motivation theories. The study also provides an opportunity to look for evidence regarding the developmental prediction that situational interest over time might lead to more stable individual interests (Renninger & Hidi, 2002).

Unlike much research on the development of motivation, it should be noted that this is not a study of how levels of motivation change over time, but is a study of how the salience of different motives changes with development and experience in contexts. I take an ecological perspective on development, assuming that it is unrealistic to try to separate the effects of literacy development from the contexts in which they occur. This does not mean that there are not more generalized developmental trends accounting for similar patterns in different contexts. In a small-scale longitudinal study such as this one, it is possible to get to know the individuals and their classroom contexts in enough detail to examine how changes in both may be related to differences in children’s reasons for reading and writing (see also Pressick-Kilborn & Walker, 2002; Walker et al., 2004).

A NOTE ON METHODOLOGY: USING MULTIPLE METHODS

Pekrun and his colleagues (Pekrun et al., 2002) called for the use of qualitative research as a way to check the conceptual breadth of existing theories of motivation. An exclusive use of experimental or survey research, they argue, can result in missing aspects of interest and motivation that are important to students. Neglecting the complexity of the social contexts in which interests and motivation develop can similarly result in missed opportunities to understand the processes involved. In this longitudinal study, multiple methods were used, including content and prevalence analyses of children’s interview protocols, ethnographic observations of literacy activities in classrooms, and teacher reports of goals, practices, and observations of their students’ change over time. This approach made it possible to study the aspects of reading that children saw as salient motivations to read and write, how various aspects of motivation and interest were related, how the reasons for literacy changed as children became more experienced and able readers and writ-
ers, and how the trajectories of specific aspects of interest and motivation arose in different classroom contexts. The use of multiple methods allowed for triangulation of data and interpretation.

Grounded theory (Strauss & Corbin, 1998) was considered the most appropriate approach to this study, given the relative rarity of motivation research at these age levels and the methodological and measurement issues involved. Deductive research searching for changes in the amount of motivation over time faces challenges due to a lack of construct invariance across developmental levels and contexts. For example, “mastery” of writing may mean “better spelling” to a beginning writer or to one in a classroom where conventions are stressed over meaning. Mastery may be construed as “better communication of my ideas” to an older, more skilled writer if that function of writing is stressed in school (Graves, 1983). Differences in item interpretation complicate the interpretation of changes in responses to fixed motivation scales. However, it is not a problem for grounded theory, which assumes that meanings differ systematically across individuals and contexts. Analysis begins with the words and actions of the participants, and the aim is to construct concepts and categories that reflect participants’ own meanings. This is not to say that existing theories and constructs do not influence the analysis. Strauss and Corbin caution that researchers should use concepts from the literature “with care, always making certain that they are embodied in these data and then being precise about their meanings (similarities, differences, and extensions) in the present research” (p. 115). This is particularly relevant to the current research, where one of the questions regarded whether current theoretical constructs in motivation and interest were reflected in students’ own concerns.

Research Questions

In a grounded theory approach, researchers may begin with initial research questions to focus observations, but leave themselves open to modifying or adding to the research questions in response to ongoing analysis of the data, using constant comparison of data to emerging categories and their properties. The initial research questions for this study were:

1. What motivations for literacy are salient to children across the primary grades (in which they are becoming fluent at reading and producing text)? How do these motivations compare to the constructs in current theories of motivation and interest?
2. Which motivations remain salient and which change over time? Can changes be described as development-in-context?
   (a) What is the evidence that changes are related to development of reading and writing skill?
(b) What is the evidence that these changes occur in relation to classroom social context, particularly the social construction of conceptions of reading and writing? What aspects of the social context seem most related to the salience of different motives?

3. Is there evidence to support a proposed development of individual interest from sustained situational interest in reading and writing?

In the second year, a fourth research question arose in response to classroom observations that suggested the emergence of ego concerns. In Grades 2 and 3, ego concerns can emerge as children begin to become aware of how differences in ability can limit the effects of effort on performance (Nicholls, 1989; Nicholls & Miller, 1984). Increasing ego involvement can lead students to withdraw from activities to avoid looking incompetent. This concern can be increased in environments that stress social comparisons and privilege those with superior ability (Nicholls, 1989). Together with one of the teachers (Ms. Bowers), I noticed that some struggling Grade 2 readers seemed to be withdrawing from reading activity. To explore students’ views of ability differences, the following research question was added:

4. How are individual differences in reading viewed and treated by students in different contexts, and at different ages? How might this affect motivation, particularly in struggling readers?3

This study is part of a research program investigating the development of motivation for literacy in children aged 5–10 years. For 4 years, beginning with kindergarten (Nolen, 2001), children and their teachers were observed regularly in their classrooms and interviewed annually about reading and writing. The study reported here focuses on the data from Grades 1–3.

Method

Participants

Across the three years of the study presented here, a total of 67 students, beginning in Grade 1 (n = 49, average age 6–7 years) and ending in Grade 3 (n = 36, average age 8–9 years), and their teachers, recruited from two suburban elementary schools in the northwest United States, participated.4 School 1 served a high socio-economic status (SES) population, with an average across the three years of 2% receiving free or reduced lunch; School 2 served a low-to-middle income population, with an average of 40% free or reduced lunch. Although both schools aver-
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3This question was added in Year 2, arising from classroom observations of student behavior.
4Teachers from these schools and two others participated in the kindergarten year study (Nolen, 2001); sampling in that study aimed to maximize the differences between the teachers and students in different classrooms.
aged 78%, White—the ethnic composition was somewhat more diverse in School 2, with 4% Black, 8% Asian/Pacific Islander, 3% Native American, and 6% Latino. The second largest ethnic group in School 1 was Asian/Pacific Islander (18%) with less than 2% in any other group. The total sample included all students who had participated in any grade, and was used to develop the coding scheme. All teachers in the study were White. All teachers were veterans with over 15 years experience, except for Ms. Donovan, who was a beginning-level teacher.

The longitudinal subsample \((n = 36)\), which provided the data for the developmental analyses, comprised students who were interviewed annually for either 2 \((n = 23)\) or 3 \((n = 13)\) years of the study. In School 1, children who had been together in K-1 were shuffled and classes recomposed. Because of access issues, this resulted in 1 loss and 13 new students in School 1 Grade 2. This group stayed stable in Grade 3. The School 2 (multi–age) class stayed stable across 3 years (adding 2 students in Grade 2, the other differences in sample were due to equipment issues). The subsample included 29 European Americans, 2 Asian Americans, 1 African American, 1 Latino, and 2 unknown. There were 9 boys and 12 girls from School 1, and 8 boys and 6 girls from School 2. One student had received but was no longer receiving English as a Second Language (ESL) services at the time of participation in this study.

**Procedures**

**Recruitment of teachers.** At the beginning of this study, Grade 1 teachers from two schools were recruited from a group participating in a summer literacy workshop, part of a larger study of literacy instruction (see McCutchen et al., 2002; McCutchen & Berninger, 1999). Ms. Adams (School 1, higher SES) and Ms. Norman (School 2, lower SES) were both experienced and highly regarded in their schools. In School 1, 2 Grade 2 teachers (Ms. Bower and Ms. Curtis) were recruited from among those who received students from Ms. Adams’ class. Students in these classes remained together during Grade 3, with Ms. Bower’s students moving to Ms. Donovan’s class, and Ms. Curtis’s students moving to Ms. Evans’s class. In School 2, Ms. Norman team-taught a multiage (Grades 1–3) class with Ms. Oliver. Adams, Bowers, Norman, and Oliver attended the workshop and agreed to participate in the study. The teachers are described in Appendix A, with a focus on their goals and instructional techniques.

**Classroom observations.** Each class was observed seven or eight times from fall to spring each year by the author. Observations lasted between 1.5 and 2 hours.
2 hours. During the observation, detailed fieldnotes were taken using a laptop. The focus was on any literacy-related activity (any activity related to reading or writing, no matter the subject area). The study presented here was part of a larger project focused on the development of motivation in struggling readers and writers in social contexts. Thus, three to four “target” students who were struggling with reading and/or writing, or who had struggled in the past, formed the nucleus of the field observations.\(^7\) During the course of these observations, the children took part in large- and small-group activities and lessons (small groups were flexible and changed frequently) and received individual attention from teachers and other adults while I attempted to capture verbatim the teacher’s and students’ talk. Over the course of the year, these students interacted with all or most of their classmates, and peer-to-peer conversations were also observed and recorded “live” via fieldnotes. In addition to providing specific information about the target students, the observations were analyzed as part of the present study of the larger sample.

**Child interviews.** Interviews were conducted during the last 2 months of each school year in a quiet location outside the classroom, primarily by the author but with six children in the third year interviewed by a research assistant. All participating children were individually interviewed about reading and writing; each interview took between 20 and 25 min to complete. In Grade 1, the interviewer used a monkey hand-puppet which “asked” children to describe reading and writing in school. In Grades 2 and 3, the interviewer explained that she was interested in how children’s views might have changed from the previous year. In all three grades, the first questions were purposefully very general, to see whether children raised motivational issues spontaneously when discussing their reading and writing. The interview ended with a more specific question to elicit their views on the necessity of learning to read and write and their views about reading and/or writing in groups. The entire interview was analyzed for content related to motivation, but the questions (and probes) which prompted this content were:

1. Tell me about reading (writing) this year in school. (Follow-ups to affective responses were: What do you/don’t you like? What’s fun about it?)
2. What kinds of things do you read (write) in school?
3. Do you read (write) at home or outside of school? What kinds of things?

\(^7\)Target children had scored in the bottom quartile of national norms in phonemic awareness in kindergarten. Two target children who entered the study at Grade 2 were identified by their teacher as struggling readers.
If the child mentioned preferences in answer to these questions, the interviewer probed for more details. For example, “What do you like about Harry Potter?”

4. Are there any things in particular you like to read (write) or read (write) about?
5. Do you think everyone should learn to read (write)? Why/why not?
6. Do you ever read (write) with other people? How is that?

Reading scenarios. To address the fourth research question about children’s views of ability differences, two sets of interview questions were added in second year. First, children were shown line drawings of children reading alone, in pairs, or in groups of four. They were asked which way of reading they preferred, and why. This question was included to surface any personal worries about reading in public, as well as any social reasons for reading. Second, a hypothetical situation highlighting ability differences was created to tap children’s perspectives on the social status, treatment, and motivation of poor readers. To avoid priming them to focus on any particular construal of ability or on ability per se, it was important that the interviewer not label students as “better” of “poorer” readers. Instead, the interviewer modeled the reading of each child aloud as the children participated in an imaginary round-robin reading group.

Using the line drawing of four children reading together, the interviewer demonstrated the reading of two imaginary fluent and one disfluent reader, indicating the drawing of the “reader” each time. The disfluent reader was always the same sex and apparent ethnicity as the interviewee. At the point where the interviewer demonstrated getting stuck on the word “knelt” (“k-k-k-n-e…”), the child was asked:

1. What should the other kids do? (This elicits knowledge of helping strategies.)
2. Why would that be a good thing to do? (This surfaces conceptions of reading in social situations, possible outcomes of helping strategy use.)
3. How would (he/she) feel if the other kids did that? Why? (This elicits awareness of emotional implications and beliefs about how poor readers should be treated by those who are more able.)
4. What if every time he/she got stuck on a word like that, the other kids gave him/her the word? Why? (This elicits consequences of over-helping or appropriateness of helping strategies.)
5. We don’t know what they would really do, but how do you think these kids would feel about having this boy/girl in their group? Why? (This elicits knowledge of social implications, status differences, as well as beliefs about the purposes of reading in groups).
6. Finally, to mitigate any negative feelings aroused by these questions, children were asked to name their favorite recess activity, and engaged briefly in conversation about it. Children were thanked for their help and escorted back to their classrooms.

**Teacher interviews.** After the end of the school year, teachers were interviewed by the author at a location away from the school. Because Ms. Norman and Ms. Oliver team-taught a multiage class, divided so that second graders were split between them, these teachers were interviewed together after the Grade 2 year of the study. Teachers were asked to describe their goals, instructional techniques, and the progress of target children. All interviews were taped and transcribed verbatim. Teacher interview questions are listed in Appendix B.

**Analysis and Results**

**Analysis Overview**

Consistent with a grounded theory approach, the first step in analysis was to identify and categorize the ways children talked about motivation to read and write during the interviews. Content codes were developed as described below, and the qualitative changes in motivational talk over the 3 years of the study were characterized. Next, the salience or prevalence of the major categories of motivational talk was estimated through quantitative analysis, along with changes in salience with age. The patterns revealed by this quantitative analysis were then explored through additional qualitative analysis of student interviews, field notes, and teacher interviews. Field notes and teacher interview data were used primarily to help in analyzing the patterns observed in the content analysis by providing a context and crosscheck for students’ remarks. A more detailed analysis of third-grade teachers’ interview data and field notes was aimed at exploring between-class differences in changes from Grade 2 to Grade 3. All interview transcripts and field notes were analyzed using ATLAS/ti qualitative analysis software (Version 4.2, Build 61, Scientific Software, 1996–2003).

**Content Analysis of Interviews: Coding Children’s Motivational Talk**

**Code development.** In keeping with a grounded theory approach, code development proceeded from the bottom up; that is, codes were created to capture the ways children talked about their feelings about reading in school and at home. To develop the coding scheme, the author, a researcher familiar with a variety of motivation theories, read transcribed interviews from Grade 1 for content related to motivation to read or to learn to read. These codes were then grouped by similar
content into minor categories. The minor categories were inspected for their relationship to theoretical constructs from research on motivation and interest, and major theoretical categories were created that subsumed the minor categories. Multiple readings of quotations in the context of the entire interview, as well as comparisons to field notes collected during the year and teacher interviews, led to refinement of codes and categories.

This process was repeated for Grade 2, beginning with the codes developed for Grade 1, but with new codes and minor categories added to capture new ideas expressed by second graders. Then Grade 1 interviews were reread in light of the Grade 2 codes and categories, and refinements made. At this point, a subsample of 20% of the combined Grade 1 and Grade 2 interviews was coded by three additional coders unfamiliar with motivation theory to check and refine the reading categories (Nolen & Gonzales, 2000).

The code-development procedure was repeated for Grade 3 interviews. Finally, interviews from all three grades were reread to check for theoretical consistency within and across grades. Next, writing codes for Grades 1–3 were developed using the same procedures. The final step was to have new coders recode a subsample of about one-third of the interviews in each grade. Any inconsistencies in coding were corrected at this point. Interrater agreement was above 90% for each grade and subject area. Final coding decisions were made by the author. Major and minor category codes with sample descriptive codes and examples of student quotations are shown in Appendices C and D. Two descriptive codes with sample quotes from each grade level are provided in Table 1.

Content analysis. Major and minor codes were similar for motivation to read and write. For both subjects, children talked about three aspects of task orientation (Nicholls, 1989): mastery, interest, and enjoyment. A fourth aspect differed for reading and writing: For reading, children talked about making sense of what they read, long considered an aspect of task orientation (Nicholls, 1989). For writing, children talked about creativity, choice, and self-expression, combined in the code “Creative Self-Expression.” Silva and Nicholls (1993) found a similar category in older writers. Children also talked about reading and writing as extrinsically motivated school tasks and as sources of ego concerns; they discussed social motives as well as utilitarian reasons for learning both subjects. Finally, some children talked about both reading and writing avoidance.

Increasing complexity of talk about interest. In both reading and writing, students developed increasingly differentiated ways of describing their motivation. This differentiation is particularly evident in their talk about interest. As shown in Tables 2 and 3, students’ talk became more detailed with age, requiring additional codes to capture meaning, especially as students moved from talking about situational interest to more stable, individual interests. There were also par-
**TABLE 1**
Sample Quotes for Two Descriptive Codes

*Reading Interest:* Get involved with plot, characters:

1st Grade: [Reading is fun because] if you really like a story, it’s like you’re going into stories when you’re reading it.

2nd Grade: Well, it’s like fun. It’s like adventure… It’s like I was someone in an explorer book, like Harry Potter, like I was part of the characters.

3rd Grade: I like reading about Mary Kate and Ashley; they’re twins, they’re in Hollywood. They’re like 13.

*Creative Self-Expression:* Like having choices, creative control

1st Grade: [Writing is] fun, and sometimes you get to write about whatever you want.

2nd Grade: Like if we get free writing, we get to write about anything you want and then that’s fun.

3rd Grade: Its fun to think about it, if you get to make the decisions, rather than, “OK, you write this, you write that.” Because it’s not your creation, it’s not your idea. It’s better if you got to make your idea.

| TABLE 2 |
| Codes for Interest in Reading, by Grade |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade 1</th>
<th>Grade 2</th>
<th>Grade 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Interest</strong></td>
<td>Like specific book</td>
<td>Get involved with plot or characters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Likes books, stories</td>
<td>Likes books, stories</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Interest is necessary to enjoy reading</td>
<td>Why-favorite: funny, exciting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Like to read comics, magazines</td>
<td>Why-favorite: funny, exciting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Topic</strong></td>
<td>Like to read favorite topic</td>
<td>Like to read favorite topic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Like certain topics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Genre</strong></td>
<td>Like to read: Nonfiction Favorite series, author</td>
<td>Like to read: Nonfiction Favorite series, author Favorite genre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Favorite genre</td>
<td>Why-favorite: writing style</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Activity</strong></td>
<td>Love to read all the time Reading is interesting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Why-favorite: interesting Why learn to read: to read interesting books</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
allels in the nature of the interest students described for reading and writing: Three of the four types of interest mentioned were the same in both subjects. Students talked about both topic and genre interest in Grade 2, and by Grade 3 were also expressing interest in the activity of reading and writing.

As expected, the students’ ways of describing their interests reflected their increased knowledge of a range of genres and purposes for reading and writing. This finding likely reflects not only that older children are more articulate in describing their thoughts and feelings, but also that their notions of literacy and their interest in it were also developing. Compare Odelia’s responses while in Grade 1 at School 1 to her responses 2 years later.

Interviewer: Well, tell me about reading. What’s reading like at school?
Odelia (1st grade): Well, it’s fun.
Interviewer: What makes it fun?
Odelia: The stories.
In Grade 1, Odelia described her interest in reading in very general terms. By Grade 3, Odelia talked in more detail about her reading interests, specifying ongoing interest in book series and the works of certain authors:

*Odelia (3rd grade):* Well, the reading in school this year is very challenging because it’s harder than last year but I like the books that we’re reading, like I read “Sadako and the Thousand Paper Cranes,” it’s sad but it’s an easy story to read. [At home] I like to read like “Ramona,” those books? I read that to my friend. And she started laughing…And I like to read the Roald Dahl books. And I just read a lot of other books.

Similar growth is shown in Aidan’s responses to questions about writing. While in Grade 1 at School 2, he shows an interest in writing stories and poems, but speaks in very general terms (“I just like it”).

*Aidan (1st grade):* Why [writing’s] fun is because—hmm. I just like it and I think I’m good or something. I just like it.  
*Interviewer:* What kinds of things do you write in school?  
*Aidan:* We write about like poems and stories and stuff. And like our teacher usually reads a book to us or sometimes she doesn’t read a book to us, and she’ll say write a poem about bla bla bla or like something. And so that’s what I like about it.

Aidan’s most specific reason for liking to write in Grade 1 is because the teacher’s writing assignments relate to a book read aloud. By the end of Grade 3, however, he can describe his growing interest in writing in more detail, specifying favorite genres as well as discussing his pleasure in creative self-expression and research:

*Aidan:* I like to put ideas down on paper and I like to make up stories and stuff. [At home] I made a nonfiction book and I got books from the library and wrote about tigers and elephants. I like to write nonfiction books. And I just write lots of stuff at home. Mostly adventure books, nonfiction, those things.

These increases in complexity were likely due, in part, to children’s experiences with literacy in school and at home. All the teachers in this study made connections between reading and writing, although these varied somewhat in prominence and content. In most classrooms but increasingly with higher grade level, students were exposed to different kinds of texts and invited to produce similar texts. Experiences ranged from writing “patterned stories” (stories with a repeated motif in content and form) in Grades 1 and 2 to reading biographies or histories and then researching and producing their own in Grade 3. When students produced extended texts, teachers often guided the composition by suggesting or specifying topics or genres to be used. Given the opportunity to develop interests in particular topics
and genres, along with a vocabulary for describing them, it is not surprising that topic and genre emerged as categories within interest talk in both reading and writing.

**Comparison of Salience Across Schools**

The proportion of children in each school mentioning various aspects of motivation was calculated, providing a measure of the prevalence or salience of each aspect. Because the two schools drew from different socio-economic strata, it is plausible that differences in the salience of different motives may have been related to the community or family context. Salience differences may also be related to either development of literacy skill or changing classroom contexts. Thus, school by grade crosstabulations were conducted, using likelihood ratios and, where appropriate, Fisher’s exact test for matrices with few or no observations in a particular cell. The analysis cell sizes are shown in Appendix A.

**Reading motivation.** The proportion of students whose talk about reading was coded into each of six motivational categories is shown in Figure 1. In general, grade-related changes in the salience of motivations to read were similar in the two schools. However, various aspects of what has been termed intrinsic motivation, task orientation, or mastery orientation (see Figure 2) showed changes with age. The proportion of children who talked about interest increased sharply from Grade 1 (47%) to Grade 3 (91%). Mastery concerns trended downward during this period as more children gained fluency, though the motivation to improve reading skill still appeared in over one-third of the interviews. Enjoyment remained fairly stable across years. Extrinsic reasons for reading showed patterns in line with previous developmental work in motivation. Both schools assigned reading as homework, either “reading minutes” (School 1) or “Book-It” (School 2), and the importance of reading for school success was clearly salient in both schools.8

The salience of ego concerns increased with grade in both schools; there was a significant difference by school and grade in the proportion of students mentioning them. More third graders in School 1 raised ego concerns than in School 2 (likelihood ratioχ²(1) = 4.15, p = .042). This distinction may reflect differences in the community contexts; parents in the high SES school, for example, may have been more active in ensuring their child would be above average. Differences in the salience of ego concerns have also been related to the social context of the classroom, and the social meaning assigned to ability differences.

---

8“Reading minutes”: Children kept track of how many minutes they read at home, and charted these in their homework notebooks. “Book-It” was an extrinsic reward program sponsored by a corporation in which students set goals for the number of books read each month. They wrote a book report on each book, and the class received points toward a pizza party each month for each student who met his or her goal.
FIGURE 1  Proportion of children mentioning each type of motivation to read, by school and grade. Note: 1st grade—School 1 $n = 9$, School 2 $n = 10$; 2nd grade—School 1 $n = 20$, School 2 $n = 13$; 3rd grade—School 1 $n = 20$, School 2 $n = 12$. 
Writing motivation. As was the case for reading motivation, there are similarities between schools in the salience of different motivations to write, shown in Figure 3. In addition to the increase in the proportion of students mentioning interest, there were similar changes across grades in ego concerns, utility, and mastery. In Grades 1 and 2, the proportions of children mentioning each type of motivation is comparable in the two schools; in Grade 2 it is almost identical. Mastery showed approximately the same pattern in both schools, peaking in Grade 2 with the focus on cursive penmanship and dropping sharply in Grade 3.
FIGURE 3  Proportion of children mentioning each type of motivation to write, by school and grade. Note: 1st grade—School 1 \( n = 9 \), School 2 \( n = 10 \); 2nd grade—School 1 \( n = 20 \), School 2 \( n = 13 \); 3rd grade—School 1 \( n = 20 \), School 2 \( n = 12 \).
Between-school differences in the salience of various writing motivations also appeared in Grade 3, just at the time when most students have mastered handwriting to the point where they can produce text fairly fluently. A higher proportion of third graders in School 1 cited mastery motives (50%) as compared to School 2 (17%), although this was not significant at traditional levels (likelihood ratio = 3.80, \( p = .051 \), two-tailed). Writing enjoyment remained constant in School 1, appearing in the interviews of around half the children each year. In School 2, the number of children mentioning the fun of writing declined to zero in Grade 3. Crosstabulation using Fisher’s exact test (two-sided) found this difference to be significant (likelihood ratio = 10.50, \( p = .012 \)). More students in School 2, on the other hand, mentioned avoiding writing (42%), while only 5%—one student—mentioned avoidance in School 1 (likelihood ratio = 6.64, \( p = .018 \)). There were also differences favoring School 1 in the extent to which students talked about creative self-expression (likelihood ratio = 7.53, \( p = .012 \)). The reasons for these differences were explored in the analysis of classroom contexts.

**Motivations Developing in School Contexts**

The content analysis of children’s interviews, followed by school by grade comparisons of salience, provided the starting point for the ethnographic analysis. They provided a sense of “what develops” in early literacy motivation and provided some hints of possible mechanisms. By analyzing field notes, child interviews, and teacher interviews, the role of classroom context in literacy motivation development was explored. Although children read and write in other contexts, literacy is the focus of activity for hours each day of school. Classrooms are important places to study how developing motivation is related to the nature of literate activity, literacy’s role in social life, and the ways in which meanings and positions were negotiated.

**Data Sources.** In order to be able to triangulate on the basis of the three data types, the ethnographic analysis focused on two classrooms at each grade in each school in which observations and child and teacher interviews were conducted. Again, the data from children who participated at least 2 of 3 years were examined. (Six children were in other classes where observations and/or teacher interviews were declined.) The sources of data for the context analysis are shown in Appendix A.

**Organization of classrooms within the schools.** Students from both schools were in multiage classes. In School 1, all students spent Grade 1 with Ms. Adams, which she taught in collaboration with a kindergarten teacher. Ms. Adams taught Language Arts (LA) to all first graders in the combined class. In Grade 2, Ms. Adams’ students were reassigned, and some went to Ms. Bowers’ team-taught 2nd/
3rd class. Second graders in this class had LA instruction with Ms. Bowers, although some activities (e.g., literacy groups) were mixed age and cotaught. The students remained together in Grade 3 (taking in a new group of second graders), but restaffing resulted in having a different teaching team. Ms. Donovan was a beginning teacher responsible for the third graders’ LA instruction and cotaught social studies. In School 2, Ms. Norman and Ms. Oliver team-taught a 1-2-3 multiage class, with approximately 16 children in each grade. For LA instruction, Ms. Norman took all first graders and some less-skilled second graders. Ms. Oliver taught rest of the second graders and all the third graders. During Year 2, both teachers were interviewed.

**Coding.** Field note coding followed the research questions. To examine the role of context in the development of interest, field notes were coded for evidence of student interest, social interaction related to interest, and teacher strategies for promoting interest. To examine differences in the growth of ego concerns in reading, field notes were coded for social comparison events, marginalization of target students, behavior of target students reflecting ego concerns, classroom activity structures that either highlighted or downplayed differences in literacy skill, and teacher strategies for normalizing individual differences. One set of codes, used to examine the differences in the salience of different motivations for writing that emerged at Grade 3, focused on the contexts and purposes for which students wrote, structure of writing tasks, and opportunities for creative control.

Teacher and child interviews were used to check interpretations and to triangulate data. Important data for this purpose included teachers’ descriptions of their literacy goals, the strategies they used, and their descriptions of target students. Student interviews were examined for talk about teacher strategies, sources of their own interest, and ego concerns. The latter were based on their reasons for preferring social versus individual reading and on their interpretation of the small-group reading scenario. Particular attention was paid to target children’s responses to teaching strategies.

An analytical memo was created for each observation, providing a summary of codes and additional description of the observation as a whole. Based on these memos, teacher interviews, and target child interviews, an analytic memo was created for each teacher at each grade. Descriptions of each classroom, based on these memos, are available on the author’s website: http://faculty.washington.edu/sunolen/C&I_classroom_descriptions.html

**Classroom Contexts and Reading Motivations**

**Development of interest in reading: The role of context.** Over the three years of the study, reading instruction in both schools changed as children devel-
oped skill: phonemic awareness and decoding gave way to fluency and information-finding. In both schools, there was increased emphasis on literary analysis and interpretation, exposure to a variety of genres, and reading for learning and enjoyment. There were also similarities in many of the strategies teachers used to increase children’s motivation to read, including use of good children’s literature, books on interesting topics, emphasizing social aspects of reading, and incorporating art, music, and poetry into communicating about text. Practice in beginning reading skills was usually framed as a game or fun activity. As shown in Figure 2, increasing skill brought with it opportunities to read and to discuss more interesting texts, reducing the concern with mastery and increasing the salience of interest as a motivator in both schools.

Teachers in this study believed that finding interesting activities and texts would lead students to develop a “love of” reading. This is similar to the developmental hypotheses of Renninger, Hidi, and others (Hidi et al., 2002; Krapp, 2002; Lipstein & Renninger, 2006; Renninger & Hidi, 2002) that individual or stable interests develop from triggered and then sustained situational interest. A particularly interesting story, for example, or a class activity where children read to find out more about the Titanic after seeing the movie with family, might trigger a child’s interest and hold it for an hour or a day. If some aspect of the context sustained interest in particular books, genres, or activities over time (e.g., social interaction around books, sharing favorite authors, using the Titanic as a theme relating reading, writing, art, and science), students could develop a more stable interest that might extend to other contexts (e.g., home, the library).

Beginning in Grade 1, aspects of the context in both classes afforded opportunities for this development. Teachers raised student interest by positioning reading and books as interesting, informative, and enjoyable. Early in Grade 1, Ms. Adams introduced a unit on Antarctica, by asking for predictions about “what we’ll find there,” and reading interesting bits out of a book with lots of expression. She encouraged interest through modeling her own. “Oh, my goodness, listen to this!” she gasped, “They think there might be gold there?”.

In both classrooms, lessons and units of instruction were modified or scrapped to capitalize on students’ current fascinations. Students’ writing was also held up as interesting and enjoyable, positioning them as producers of these fascinating objects. In October, Ms. Norman read a funny, high-interest story about animals wearing underwear, then introduced their journal prompt:

(Field notes, October 23) “What do you think I’m going to let you write about in journals today?”

“Underwear!” chorus the kids.

“There’s only going to be one rule: When we write about underwear today, we’re going to write about animals. Do you want to give me some names of animals so I can write them on the board for you?”
Several hands go up. A boy asks if he can put underwear on a pumpkin? Ms. Norman expands the rules to allow animals and plants.

Marsha raises her hand, “Boa constrictors.”

“That word makes me laugh, just hearing it,” smiles T. During journal time, Marsha works on describing her boa constrictor wearing underwear. Others at her table suggest funny ways to show how a snake could wear underwear, having no legs.

Regular opportunities to share good stories, poems, and books also provide the social space to interact around reading. In all the classes in this study, there was a semistructured period of reading self-selected books each day. In Ms. Norman’s and Ms. Oliver’s classroom, this period could involve reading to other children or sharing books. Most children, especially in Grades 1 and 2, referred to this quiet reading period when asked about “reading in school,” rather than to reading lessons. This free-reading period provided a natural context for children to discuss and recommend books they had read, leading to the spread of interest in particular books or (later) series and authors. Both Ms. Adams and Ms. Norman used partner reading to provide social reasons to practice reading.

Karen, a girl in the Norman–Oliver class, exemplifies the development of interest in classroom social context. Karen declared that, “reading is fun” in Grade 1 because she gets to sound out words. However, she did not like to read at home. In Grade 2, Karen’s decoding skills had improved (perhaps related to increased opportunities to read with partners as Ms. Norman emphasized fluency more), allowing her to read more smoothly. (In her interview, Ms. Norman cited feeling competent in reading as one of the main reasons for her focus on fluency.) Although Karen was still vague about what she read at home and school (“Just books, that’s all”), a particular book caught her fancy around the time of the interview. The source of this triggered situational interest was the fact that the title character shared her family name. By Grade 3, Karen had become a fluent reader. She had been introduced to a series of books by a friend; the series was a popular one among children in Oliver’s and Norman’s class. She describes her ongoing interest in that series.

Karen (3rd): I read these books that are really good, they’re a series kind? And it’s really good. It’s different than books I read last year. Because I just read them out of the tubs [of reading books in school] but this was from my friend, she had these books and I read them. And they’re good.

Karen contrasted her current, ongoing interest in a specific group of books to her former, rather random selection of books to read “out of the tubs,” books the teacher provided. The fact that it is a series with the same characters in each book, in combination with the social value of reading and talking about this series, afforded an opportunity to develop a more stable interest.
In both schools, children in the sample moved from describing their interest in specific books to favorite series. Since these were often mystery or fantasy series, other similar books and series were shared among the children. The triggered situational interest in specific stories or books appeared to be sustained by the plots and characters of series and/or by multiple books on specific topics. As librarians, teachers, and parents built on these interests, they seemed to expand into emerging individual interests in particular genres (mysteries, adventures). Based on interview data, 33 of 35 children fit this general pattern of change, although starting at various points in the continuum. In the 22 children mentioning interest in 2 or more years, 12 sustained interests in the same topic or genre. In four cases there was evidence of expanding to interest in multiple genres. Spontaneous sharing of books and series was observed in both schools. The general trend of interest in reading is shown graphically in Figure 4.

_Social meaning, identity, and the development of ego concerns._ As children develop, they become increasingly aware of their ability relative to others (Nicholls, 1989). The classroom social context is likely to play an important role in determining the meaning these differences have for children’s status in the group. These meanings and students’ identities are continually co-construction of teachers, children, and parents through their acts in the classroom and school (Holland, Jr., Skinner, & Cain, 1998; Vauras, Salonen, Lehtinen, & Lepola, 2001). Using longitudinal ethnographic data, it is possible to look for the emergence of these
meanings and how reading skill is or is not linked to the development of ego concerns.

The role of helping has been identified as important in negotiating the meaning of skill differences and the positions of less-skilled readers and writers (Berry, 2006). Children who are over-helped or who are always the one receiving help, never providing it, may come to be identified as individuals who have nothing of value to contribute. In Grades 1 and 2 there is a great deal of oral reading, making obvious that some children can read fluently while others must sound out or guess at many words. When a student hesitates while reading aloud to a peer or to a group, questions of power, learning, and group purposes are raised.

**Norman–Oliver.** In Ms. Norman’s first- and second-grade class in School 2, children were assigned rotating partners for reading practice. To avoid reinforcing less-skilled readers’ identities as incapable, she was careful to shuffle pairs so that sometimes children read with someone of similar skill and other times with peers of higher or lower skill. Lower-skilled second graders were often asked to help younger students, an advantage of the multiage structure. To prevent over-helping, Ms. Norman taught all students coaching skills that emphasized leaving control with the student being helped. The specific decoding strategies taught helped them build their own skills. Jonah, one of the target children, talked about the role of peers in learning to read.

*Interviewer:* So how did you learn to read?
*Jonah:* By teachers, other kids helping me to sound out sounds, and mostly by my mom and dad and my teachers and just me sounding out the words…

*Interviewer:* So your teachers and your mom and dad help you to read?
*Jonah:* Yeah. And other kids.

Further, both Ms. Norman and Ms. Oliver publicly emphasized that all children could and would improve, and that individual differences were natural and nonproblematic. Ms. Norman especially stressed the importance of practice in the second year. Many literacy activities were framed as opportunities to practice and improve, but the practice-improvement link was highlighted across the spectrum of important skills:

(Field notes, February 22) 10:07 Ms. Norman finds Fred over at Jonah’s table, getting advice from Jonah on his drawing. She guides Fred back to his desk. “You know, Jonah is a really good artist, but so are you. And you will get better with practice. Maybe during center time you can ask Jonah about this.”

Ms. Norman’s and Ms. Oliver’s emphasis on practice and improvement reinforced the normative view that individual skill differences were normal and
nonthreatening. The message given to students was that all children could improve through practice. The children themselves talked about individual differences in a matter-of-fact way, focused on learning. In his Grade 2 interview, Jonah responded to the question “How’s reading this year?” with “Well, I really, really improved on it. Before—I’m still struggling but I think I can get better and I feel like I’m learning more.” The following year, Jonah again began by describing his own improvement: “A lot better. Almost up to Grade 3 level.” Asked about reading aloud to the whole class, he described his peers as supportive:

“Well… I can’t really explain it. I mean, sometimes I skip words, no one laughs, I’m having trouble, but they know I’m getting better. Because they know that me and Scott have trouble, but they know we’re getting a lot better…”

Beliefs about ability differences also surfaced when students talked about the round-robin reading group scenario. Student interviews in Norman and Oliver’s classroom suggested that children had adopted these promoted beliefs. This adoption is reflected in second-graders’ response to the round-robin reading scenarios and the struggling reader:

*Interviewer:* How do you think the other kids feel about having this boy in their group?
*Tom:* That he needs like more work so it’s kind of good to read like that sometimes, if someone needs work.

Abigail, a slower reader herself, reflects the teachers’ message that individuals will differ in various abilities, and that these differences do not translate into inferiority or superiority:

*Interviewer:* How do you think these kids feel about having this girl in their group?
*Abigail:* Happy. Because she’s just as smart as they are.

**Adams–Bower.** In School 1, Ms. Adams and Ms. Bower both encouraged students to help each other, but did not specifically focus on normalizing individual differences nor did they teach coaching strategies. Ms Adams’ students suggested “help with the word” or “help sound it out” as strategies for helping, most likely based on their own experiences. When the interviewer described the reading group scenario to Ms. Bower’s second graders, 6 of 14 students suggested that the other children should just “give her the word” (pronounce “knelt” for the struggling reader). Observational data confirmed that “giving the word” was the strategy of choice when reading aloud in mixed groups, often before the slower reader had a chance to try decoding the word.
Most children in Ms. Bowers’ class also believed that the others would not like having a struggling reader in the group. Without an emphasis on practice leading to improvement, fluent students did not see themselves as important contributors to that improvement. In addition, the stress early in Grade 2 on finishing before recess positioned slower readers as obstructions to pleasure. The slower readers were well aware of this view.

Carl, one of several poor readers in the class, suggested the fluent readers should explain the silent K rule rather than give the word, so the struggling reader could learn. When asked why the other children might just give him the word, Carl explained the social situation and possible consequences:

Carl: Maybe because they get frustrated. About him not reading fast enough.
Interviewer: That could be. How do you think he’d feel about that?
Carl: Probably pretty bad. Because it’s like it’s having somebody like yelling at you for something you can’t help.
Interviewer: So we don’t know what they’d do, but how do you think they’d feel about having that boy in their group?
Carl: They would probably not really like—they might like him but they might not because maybe they have to like do it in a certain time and maybe he can’t read it fast enough so they had to stay in [at recess time]. So they might get really angry at him and never want to have him again.

In Ms. Bower’s class, reading preceded recess, and at the beginning of the year, children were usually required to finish reading work before they could play. In Normans’ and Oliver’s class, this was done rarely. Comparing second-graders’ responses in the two classrooms, almost all (93%) of Ms. Bower’s students stated that the other members of the group would feel “bad” about having a struggling reader in their group compared to 69% of students in the Norman–Oliver class, but this difference was not statistically significant ($X^2 = 3.39, p = .084$). However, there was a significant difference in the number of students who thought the others would like having a struggling reader in their group: 54% of the Norman–Oliver students, compared with only 13% of Ms. Bower ($X^2 = 4.09, p = .043$).

Ms. Bowers was never comfortable in withholding recess, and stopped using this consequence by mid-year. She also started emphasizing that students had time or could take the time needed to do the work. The interview data suggest that value of quick reading persisted despite her efforts to influence the meaning of slower work. Other aspects of the context likely helped maintain the devaluing of slow reading and marginalization of slower students.

Ms. Bowers and her partner decided earlier in the year that small groups needed an adult leader, and parent volunteers generally provided this assistance. Unlike Norman, however, neither Adams nor Bowers was observed to have trained parent volunteers in coaching strategies. Like the faster readers, the parents also
over-helped, supplying words at the least sign of hesitation, rather than promoting learning by coaching or providing time for the child to try reading him or herself. Parents also modeled impatience with slow readers, as in the following observation from field notes:

(Field notes, March 24) Bowers (2nd) Great Books group, led by an adult volunteer. The adult (a parent) asks Glen (a target student) to read first. “Do you feel like a competent reader?”

Glen looks puzzled. “What?”

“Are you feeling like a good reader today?”

Glen asks, “Do I have to?”

“I’d like you to,” responds the adult.

It is not clear why the adult raised competence concerns so publicly at the beginning of the round-robin reading. Glen’s response suggests that this concern is unexpected, and may be connected to his attempt to avoid reading aloud.

Glen starts reading aloud. When he hesitates, the adult supplies the word. Sometimes one of the students does, too. Glen reads most words slowly, with little intonation. He stumbles on “buggy.” Right at the end of the last sentence, the adult steps in.

“That’s good, Glen. Arnie do you want to read?”

“Can I read two pages?” asks Arnie eagerly.

Glen asks, “Do I have to read any more?”

“No,” responds the adult, “You did fine. You don’t have to read any more.”

As the other kids read, Glen follows along in his book, using a bookmark to mark his place. The other kids in the group read much more fluently than Glen, until it is Sally’s turn. Sally reads slower than Glen, stumbling frequently over words. Every time she hesitates, the adult and other kids supply the word. After a sentence or two, the adult stops her and says she (adult) will finish for her.

Sally protests, “But I want to read it!”

“You can read it later,” says the adult. “But I want to have a little teeny discussion about this part, so… (starts reading)”

When no one asks children if they want help with their reading, it is nearly impossible to avoid the usurpation of reading rights. Opportunity to read was a common reason for children to choose “reading alone” over “partner reading” or “group reading.” It also allowed “reading in my head” and less-frequent interruption by others. But even when directed to read in groups, target students in Ms. Bowers’ class resisted being marginalized. Withdrawing from the task (without leaving the group) was a common strategy. After being over-helped and shut out of a discussion about the Great Book her group was reading, Georgia physically withdrew by scooting her chair back a few inches. Target children also fought back by
acting out, being silly, or refusing to answer questions. When the parent leading Georgia’s group asked her questions later in the lesson, she resisted:

(Field notes, March 24) Leading the discussion, the adult asks the group, “Why did Bubber question this?”
Georgia responds, “Maybe he doesn’t want to be weird.”
The adult doesn’t pay any attention to this, talking mostly with the two children next to her. When the adult asks another question, Georgia says, quickly, “I don’t know.”
The adult probes, “Do you remember the conversation?”
“Yes,” replies Georgia, grinning. Discussion moves on, still the adult and the two kids doing most of the talking.

Unfortunately, these resistance strategies have their costs. When students withdraw or act out, they reduce opportunities for skill improvement while reinforcing their identities as difficult students. “Silly” behavior can result in teacher sanctions or lead to peer rejection. With one exception, target children were accepted socially (as evidenced by playground observations and teacher reports). However, over the 3 years of the study, reading and writing skill gradually replaced friendship as the main criterion for selecting reading/writing project partners.

Resistance can also have more positive outcomes; it is a way to alert teachers to problems. When Ms. Bowers began to notice withdrawal behavior, she asked me to include three students with low reading and writing skills in my target group. Based in part on my initial observations, she identified aspects of the context that might privilege reading speed (e.g., the requirement to finish before recess, her own statements about time constraints) and addressed those.

For the children who spent Grade 2 with Ms. Norman’s group, the transfer to Ms. Oliver’s presented some challenges. After spending a year positioned as older, more able readers, they moved into a position of being the low-skilled ones. The pace of lessons was faster, the texts more difficult, and the expectations higher in this new LA setting. The three target children negotiated new positions with the students and teacher over the course of the year. Marsha was the best reader in Ms. Norman’s class during Grade 2 and enjoyed the leadership position this status afforded. Since kindergarten, Marsha regularly “played school” with friends, particularly relishing the teacher role. In her new class, Marsha negotiated a leadership position during many small group activities by surrounding herself with Grade 2 girls. Scott became more withdrawn during large-group work, except for lessons where he could contribute actively. In small groups, he began to run into problems when others had to wait for him to finish:

February 16. When I turn back the boys are challenging Scott on whether he remembers anything from his reading. “OK, I remember something. I remember that…(can’t
catch).” Scott is grinning. He points something out in the book, distracting them. They get into a mutual demonstration of ways to cough and clear one’s throat.

Scott was well-liked by the others, and seemed to capitalize on this popularity by smiling and joking in situations like this one. When the Norman–Oliver class worked on projects together, Scott was observed as trying to direct younger students’ work, perhaps trying to recapture his former position.

Ms. Oliver, like Ms. Norman, used small, flexible reading groups to prevent students from being stigmatized. She worked to support less-skilled readers and encouraged others to do the same. In practice, this strategy may have positioned less able readers as having lower status, as in the following excerpt from field notes:

9:40 In reading group, Ms. Oliver reprimands Jonah for not paying attention. “You need to follow when Tom reads. He’s an excellent reader.” Jonah follows industriously after that… “Now Jonah, what I want you to do is, now that you’ve heard me read this paragraph, you go back and read it out loud.” Jonah reads slowly, about half to three-quarters as fast as Tom. When he’s finished, the teacher says to the other two children, “What did you think of Jonah’s reading? That was really good reading.” They look noncommittal.

**Summary.** Classrooms across schools shared common practices that increased children’s interest and motivation in reading. Teachers provided ways to see reading as an opportunity for enjoyment and learning, even phonemic awareness and penmanship practice was framed as a game by the two Grade 1 teachers. Adams and Norman especially followed students’ changing interests to frame lessons and units. All teachers built in opportunities for social interaction around books. Students exchanged books and recommendations, spontaneously discussed books and stories they were reading, and shared favored books during partner reading. These similarities are reflected in the similar patterns in the salience of positive-reading motivations across schools.

Classrooms differed in the kinds of identities afforded for less-skilled readers and in the role reading skill played in social status. Aspects of the social context that appeared particularly important in the development of ego concerns included how classroom communities socially constructed the meanings of skill differences. Certain activities were noted to contribute to the rise of ego concerns in both schools, including the actions of peers and adults in supporting skill development and positioning children as readers or nonreaders; the presence or absence of specific, shared coaching strategies; and the constraints on reading time.

**Classroom Contexts and Writing Motivations**

As shown in Figures 3(a) and 3(b), the salience of the various motivations was similar across the two schools in Grades 1 and 2, but a number of differences
emerged in Grade 3. These patterns reflect, in part, a set of relationships in each context: the position writing enjoyed in each classroom community and the function it served, the extent to which the context supported sustained interest and enjoyment, and the development of writing skill.

In Grades 1 and 2, both teachers stressed that their main goal in writing was for students to gain confidence in their ability to communicate ideas in writing. For some, this process started at learning to produce single letters, although most were using invented spellings to write sentences and others were already writing notes and cards to friends and family. The positioning of writing as a tool for expression and communication was accomplished through a variety of writing tasks and frequent sharing of work with others. Children wrote frequently in both classes, usually about an interesting topic. Standard topics were writing about their own lives or experiences, writing about interesting classroom activities, writing to extend stories or patterned books, and writing letters and notes. Spelling and mechanics were gradually introduced, but the point of writing was always creative expression or communication. Both teachers frequently read aloud (or had children read aloud) their stories and poems and provided positive comments that pointed out techniques that made the writing interesting.

In Grade 2, this pattern continued in Ms. Norman’s room. Children kept journals and wrote in them daily on a variety of topics. There was always support for choice and creativity; when the journals began to be used for other kinds of expression (e.g., drawings, notes), Ms. Norman had children create a second “journal” that was for students’ purposes alone. Ms. Bowers used some of the same interesting activities (e.g., pattern stories, extensions of carefully selected interesting or enjoyable books); both teachers scaffolded composition and used brainstorming to generate interest and ideas. Brainstorming was especially important for those children who often had a hard time coming up with their own ideas for writing. Writing assignments included some choice, but tended to be more teacher-directed in Bowers’ class, where children did more independent practice on syllable structure and other literacy tasks. More scripted writing and the usually single-task structure made social comparison easier in Ms. Bowers’ than in Ms. Norman’s class, where multiple-task structure was more common.

Writing instruction in the two Grade 3 classes was similar in some respects, with elements of Guthrie’s suggestions for intrinsically motivated contexts for reading (Guthrie & Alao, 1997; Guthrie & Knowles, 2001): both teachers integrated their writing instruction with social studies content and historical research, and both allowed for student collaboration and provided some interesting texts. Both teachers also taught grammar and composition strategies, and both used “Daily Oral Language” exercises in which students found and corrected teacher-generated errors in grammar, spelling, and punctuation. In both classes there was a year-end class goal of producing writing for a real audience.
There were also differences that may have been reflected in the salience of various motivations for writing. Ms. Oliver’s approach was primarily teacher-directed, with structured writing assignments that were, for the most part, produced for the teacher’s eyes. Ms. Donovan had introduced a version of a writing workshop approach that included student collaboration, extensive sharing of student writing with the class and with parents, and considerable student choice in topic, style, and other creative aspects of writing assignments. Ms. Donovan’s use of these strategies provided many opportunities for the improved competence, self-determination, self-expression, and social interaction that have been suggested as ways to promote intrinsic motivation and engagement (Deci & Ryan, 2000; Guthrie & Alao, 1997; Nicholls & Hazzard, 1993; Oldfather & Wigfield, 1996; Ryan & Deci, 2000; Wigfield, 1997). It also heightened awareness of writing as an important part of classroom social life.

**Creative self-expression and control over product.** One of the most striking contrasts in the interview data concerned children’s perceptions of the extent of their autonomy as authors. Only two students (17%) in Ms. Oliver’s class talked about creative self-expression, and in fairly general terms. Marion and Aidan said that their favorite part of writing was getting to “make up stories.” Aidan added that he liked to “put ideas down on paper.” In Ms. Donovan’s class, 64% of the students had responses that fell into this category. In addition to the fun of creating stories, they also mentioned the freedom to choose what to write, to control the artistic side of the “publishing” process (producing a book with a cover and illustrations; choosing written versus graphic modes), and expressing their own thoughts in their own way. Logan, a normally taciturn child, had this to say.

*Logan (3rd):* Sometimes it can get a little exciting because like in writers’ workshop … when you can actually do your own things and you can make it up, you can like go around and write whatever you like—I think that’s very fun. When you’re supposed to do something like you have to write this, I sort of think it’s [just] okay.

*Interviewer:* But not as much fun as getting to choose yourself?

*Logan:* Yeah.

Logan and other children in Ms. Donovan’s class often used words like exciting, fun, entertaining, and feeling good when talking about the writing workshop. These positive emotion-laden words suggest that students were engaging both cognitively and affectively. The notion of self-determination came through in both specific phrases (e.g., “You can just write whatever you want”) as well as in word choices.

*Ellen (3rd)* Well, I really like writers workshop. It’s fun because you get to write whatever you want, you can make up stories or you can say stuff that’s happened to you in your life, you can just write whatever you want. (Emphasis in italics added.)
Sarah (3rd): Because I get to make up my own stories. It’s not like they tell us, okay, you have to make up a story about, about a person. You have to write a story. I mean, once in a while she might do that, but…. (Emphasis in italics added.)

In their talk, children’s word choice distinguished between perceiving assigned and teacher-controlled writing as obligated (“We have to…”) and student-controlled writing as privileged (“We get to…”). “Get to” is used when people feel that they are doing something they would choose to do on their own. In School 2, Ms. Oliver’s third graders did not use “get to” in their interviews, referring to their writing in either neutral or obligated terms, as might be expected given their more prevalent use of the notion of writing as a school task:

Stanley (3rd): I write my book reports, sometimes she reads and we have to write a story about what she read, in four parts…Like when we have to do, she wants us to do a special habitat. We have to make the animals so it will be able to live in that special habitat. And we have to write about what the body parts do. (Emphasis in italics added.)

Even Aidan, who liked writing and wrote on his own at home, talked about school writing in obligated terms:

Aidan: Well, we have to write nonfiction papers, we have to write about stuff that we’re learning about. We’re writing a book on Cedarville history, everybody is doing. (Emphasis in italics added.)

The culminating class activity was to jointly produce a book on Cedarville history. The topic was chosen by the teacher in response to her negative evaluation of the district-provided text used in the social studies unit on local history. Students were assigned to groups by their subtopic interest. Ms. Oliver encouraged students to choose what they included within their subtopic, but monitored this and was the ultimate evaluator of whose writing was good enough to be included in the final book. Group collaboration was encouraged, although groups interpreted this in their own ways, and social status and assertiveness often played a role in whose choices were picked.

The differences in students’ perceptions of writing autonomy could be influenced by SES: It is possible that Ms. Donovan’s students, from well-educated, affluent families could be more well-disposed toward literacy in general. Their parents might be more likely to encourage writing attempts at home, for example. However, if this were true, one might expect differences by school across the 3 years of the study, rather than only in Grade 3. There is evidence that many students in School 1 who were not particularly keen on writing in Grade 2 changed
their attitudes. In his Grade 2 interview, Gary’s talk was similar to that of Ms. Oliver’s Grade 3 students.

*Gary (2nd):* Writing I think is like hard sometimes. If you were doing some surveying (reading for information), and you *had to* write stuff about things that—well, see …Like studying, and then you would *have to* copy it on a card, like *you would have three sentences on a card.* Or one sentence on a card, you’d try to put them in what you think would make sense better. What sentence goes first.

However, Gary was much more positive by the end of the year in Ms. Donovan’s Grade 3 class. Like other students in this class, he attributed this change to the instructional method:

*Gary (3rd):* Yeah, like writers’ workshop makes you feel good and want to do writing a lot. Like a lot of the kids’ favorite subject is writers workshop, because it’s a fun way to learn how to write.

The children’s interview responses were consistent with the goals expressed by their teacher in interviews following the end of the school year. Ms. Donovan described her goals for writing instruction in terms of identity and self-determination:

*Ms. Donovan (3rd):* Writing? I have to say that to have the kids really feel like writers, not just “Oh, we need to write this assignment?” but to really feel like a writer by going through the workshop. …When they’re writing, they’re so excited about it. They wanted writers’ workshop eight hours a day.

Ms. Donovan wanted students to be more independent, but to have social supports (e.g., peer conferencing, discussing ideas, etc.). The writers workshop model provided some of the structures necessary by creating a shared understanding of the writing process and the social roles in a writing community. Ms. Donovan then worked with students toward creating a community in which writing was an important social act, where being a writer was an important identity, and where all students could become writers. The culminating activity in this plan was the “authors’ tea,” where students entertained their families with the books and poetry they had produced. All students participated in this event; all students had books, reports, and poems that they were excited to share. Shy Nate, one of the target students who resisted sharing his writing, asked to be the first to read his poems aloud to the assembled throng.

Ms. Donovan stressed “authentic” (student-chosen) writing, although she often assigned particular categories (e.g., biographies of explorers where they were to choose their *favorite* explorer). Field observations provided evidence of student
engagement in these activities and pride in their written products. Ms. Donovan’s
goals were mentioned in child interviews as reasons for positive writing affects (enjoyment, interest, continuing motivation). Both observation and interview data suggest that writing had become a very important part of the social fabric.

In contrast, the number of students mentioning enjoyment and creative self-expression in Ms. Oliver’s class declined between Grade 2 and Grade 3. Ms. Oliver’s structured approach in Grade 3 was considerably different from the one she used the year before. In her interview at the end of the Grade 2, she describes her goals for her students as emphasizing fluency and confidence by reducing teacher control over products:

 Ms. Oliver (2nd): Well, …with writing again probably I’d still pick fluency because I think that we’re trying to define too much what kids write, what kind of genre they’re using and everything, where I think at second and third grade you still want them just to write. So I’m more put your pencil on the paper and keep writing so that you know you can write.

In Grade 3, Ms. Oliver worked on developing a more focused and structured approach to teaching writing. With the additional structure came a tighter control over various aspects of students’ writing, especially on grammar and structure. Her assessment of students’ relatively lower skill levels influenced the extent to which she focused on mechanics:

 Ms. Oliver (3rd): Unfortunately with this group, I really had to still work a lot on making up complete sentences, even though these kids are pretty good readers a lot of them were writing and not making any sentences.

While she believed in encouraging creativity and voice, she also believed that students needed first to be able to write grammatical sentences and paragraphs.

The 1-2-3 structure in the Norman–Oliver classroom lent itself to a feeling of familiarity and community. By Grade 3, children knew each other well and were used to the ethic of mutual assistance and care. Importantly for writing motivation, writing was not a central aspect of the classroom identity, as it became in Donovan’s room. In Ms. Oliver’s class students wrote primarily for the teacher, which was sometimes quite interesting, but in the end just another part of school work. The following is a fairly typical example of a writing assignment in this class:

(November 2) Ms. Oliver has just finished reading, with the class, an expository text on “JJ,” an unpiloted mini-sub used for research at Woods Hole Laboratory. Students appear very interested in the topic.
Ms. Oliver gives directions for expository paragraph. “You will write what JJ looks like. So what will I need in the power 1 sentence? Something that tells the whole story?”

“Yes,” chimes the chorus.

“And then the supporting sentences,” says Ms. Oliver. “When you’re talking in your groups of three, you’ll talk about what you might say. Do you need to write everything you know?”

Chorus: “No.”

She goes on to explain about writing as if she (the audience) has no information about this and they have to tell her so she’ll understand. “Then go back to your desks and write your paragraph. I want a power 1 sentence and one or two power 2 sentences.”

In this example, the topic is very interesting and most children are engaged. Little room is left for student choice and the criteria for success concern meeting the teacher’s standard for structure in this kind of paragraph. Book reports, the writing task most frequently mentioned by children, were also structured and seen as a way for the teacher to make sure the child had really read each “Book-It” book. Ms. Oliver had begun to sense the decreasing motivation to write, and near the end of the year switched to “book reviews” shared with the class. Perceiving that she had swung too far toward the controlling end of the spectrum, Ms. Oliver planned to provide much more choice in writing the following year.

Summary. Increasing creative control and choice may have increased student interest in writing. From the observations and interviews in Ms. Donovan’s room, however, something more seemed to be necessary for children to begin to function as a literate community, one in which literacy activities become a part of the classroom community’s sense of identity and purpose. For struggling writers to have access to writer identities, Ms. Donovan needed to provide both opportunities and authentic reasons to write, as well as a supportive social structure in which to work. For Nate, encouragement for his ideas and creativity, as well as the opportunity to create graphic stories with peers, provided some of the social structure support. By the end of the year, the author’s tea became the focal point of the community’s energy, and Nate was prepared to participate. Other target children were also provided with these elements of support, voice, and purpose. When asked about how writing was for her this year, one target student simply said, “It makes life interesting.”

GENERAL DISCUSSION

This longitudinal study focused on the motivational aspects of reading and writing that were most salient to young school-aged children. Both observational and in-
terview data suggested that social context played an important role in the development of motivations for literacy in this sample. The meanings and social consequences of literacy skill in the classroom communities were co-constructed through the acts of teachers and students. The extent to which children felt control over their own improvement and their own creative work were related to the constraints and affordances of each class.

Content Analysis: Changes in Salience over Time

*Taking an Emic Perspective*

The goal of this study was to capture the “kid’s-eye” view, for beginning readers and writers, of the reasons for becoming literate. By asking open-ended and fairly general questions in these interviews, it was possible to get a sense of what kinds of literacy motivation were most salient to children of different ages and in different contexts. The content analysis of the interview protocols indicated that aspects of motivation found in various theories of achievement motivation (e.g., Krapp et al., 1992; Maehr & Midgley, 1991; Nicholls, 1989; Ryan & Deci, 2000; Silva & Nicholls, 1993) were salient to children in this study. Patterns in the ways salience changed over time were consistent with those proposed by Nicholls (1989; Nicholls & Miller, 1983, 1984), Ryan and Deci (2000), and Hidi and her colleagues (Hidi, 1990; Krapp, 2002; Krapp et al., 1992; Renninger & Hidi, 2002). Most research on motivation and interest has constrained children’s perspectives to those related to existing theories of motivation, either by manipulating variables in experimental studies or by using surveys with particular theory-related questions (for exceptions see Nicholls & Hazzard, 1993; Oldfather et al., 1999; Thorkildsen et al., 2002). Assessing salience is not a replacement for those efforts, but it adds to them by opening up the possibility that aspects of motivation not in existing theories might profitably be explored.

The salience of various aspects or types of motivation, including interest, was assessed by the proportion of students in each school who discussed each type spontaneously. The similarities in proportions across schools and classes suggest several patterns that may generalize to children in other schools. The aspects of motivation salient to children increased in number, and children’s descriptions increased in complexity and level of detail across grade levels in both schools. These changes may indicate an increasing understanding of their own motivations for literacy, as well as changes in which motivations were most important to them. Particularly interesting from a theoretical perspective are the differences in salience across time of different aspects of task orientation and the development of interest.
Rethinking Task Orientation

Previous work on task orientation purposefully kept the theoretically related aspects of interest, mastery, and learning together in survey construction, and indeed, found that children and adults responded to those items in similar ways (Nicholls, 1989; see also White, 1959). The data presented here, however, show the increasing salience of interest and the peaking of mastery as basic skills are learned. It could be that once children attain a basic level of fluency in skill use, they may consider themselves to have “mastered” the skill. If so, encouraging further improvement may not be the most effective motivational strategy. Once basic fluency opens the doors to exploring more complex and varied texts, the students in this sample may have been more focused on interestingness and enjoyment rather than increased mastery. This pattern was most evident in writing, where mastery concerns peaked in Grade 2 (where penmanship was a focus of instruction) and dropped sharply in Grade 3. Children's conceptions of what it means to master writing likely influence this trend, and those conceptions could be influenced by the type of writing instruction employed by the teacher. The fact that the salience of writing mastery dropped off less sharply in School 1 may have been related to the importance of writing to Ms. Donovan’s class, or to a more complex view of the skills required to create written products that serve the writer’s purposes. The number of students who talked about mastery in reading also began to drop off at Grade 3, though not as steeply. Graded reading levels within classes and the relative availability of social comparison information in reading, compared to writing, may function to keep mastery concerns (and ego concerns) more salient.

Interest Development

Interest developed in ways consistent with Renninger and Hidi’s (2002) description of how some situational interests might develop into individual interests. Citing the work of Mitchell (1993), they posit that situational factors can both trigger interest initially and sustain it over time. In the classrooms studied here, social factors may have played an important part in sustaining their interest as popular books were discussed and shared. The availability of similar books (by the same author or in the same series) provided a means for holding that interest. As more books in that series were read, children developed an ongoing interest in what would happen to characters. In interviews, girls especially mentioned perennially popular girl-oriented mystery series in Grade 2 (Babysitters Club; Two of a Kind). During the same year, the first Harry Potter book appeared and was read by (or read aloud to) many of the children. This situational factor may have been especially important for triggering boys’ interest. As children read more books like their favorites, they developed sustained interests in the genre as a whole. By Grade 3, interest in a particular series or genre was stable for more than 25% of the
students. In writing, interest in genres began for most students as liking to write stories and poems. As they experienced producing texts of other genres (historical, biographical, fantasy) these began to appear in their reports of preferred writing projects.

Most research on interest and its development has focused on topic interest, and a number of children discussed topics when asked what they read or liked to read. Unlike interests in series or genres, topic interests were not often maintained from year to year. It could be that in the early years of school, children’s specific topic interests are wide-ranging, depending more on situational factors. However, some children did express an ongoing preference for learning things from nonfiction books, a type of genre interest that may provide the opportunity to develop topic interest.

Interest in the activity of reading and writing appeared in the interview responses of a few children at Grade 3. Activity interest manifested itself as proclamations of individual interest in reading or writing (e.g., “I’m obsessed with books! I would stay in at recess every day and read if I could”) as well as general statements about the interestingness of an activity (e.g., “Writing makes life interesting.”) The fact that only the oldest students mentioned such individual interests in writing activities suggests that activity interest, at least in literacy, may require both fluency and access across time.

Development in Context: Situating Motivation in Classrooms

As the foregoing description suggests, the salience of motivations develops within particular social contexts. Although increased ability to read and write fluently can provide access to more interesting texts, the meaning of ability and skill in literacy depend on their place in the social world of the classroom (Holland et al., 1998). Individual differences can be made more or less salient, consequences of those differences can be trivial or important, and thus influence the appearance of ego concerns in individual children.

In reading, the need to finish work before recess in Ms. Bower’s classroom has privileged fluency and contributed to the negative views of slow readers in the vignettes, as well as to students’ propensity to use quick-fix coaching strategies like supplying words. Likewise, the fact that Ms. Norman actively normalized individual differences and gave specific instruction in coaching strategies may have prevented ego concerns in her classroom. Fluency became something attainable by all students through practice and coaching.

Differences in contexts and motivations for writing appeared most prominently in Grade 3. Although most writing was assigned in both classes, children in Ms. Donovan’s classes were writing for publication to peers and family members, as well as for the teacher. In Ms. Oliver’s class, writing was primarily seen as a school
task. Her students used the language of obligation when referring to writing, while Ms. Donovan’s students used the language of privilege and positive emotion. Differences in the context for writing may have led to these contrasting views.

**Audience and Community**

Ms. Donovan used several techniques to create a sense of shared purpose and identity related to writing. She used group writing tasks that were fun and involved students in a common goal (e.g., having children sing their group reports on “Ant Facts” to the tune of “The Ants Go Marching”). Projects that allowed for personal choice created interest that led to reading each others’ work. Children embraced the long-term class goal for writing—a year-end “authors’ tea” in which families were invited to read students’ collected works and comment on them. Ms. Oliver’s assignments were more tightly controlled by her, and she was usually the intended audience, contributing to students’ sense of writing as a required school task. The class goal of writing a class book did not seem to engender the kind of enthusiasm seen in Ms. Donovan’s class, perhaps because the audience was more distant (other third graders in the future across the district) than the authors’ tea (family and friends). Producing a collection of mostly individual written products also afforded many more opportunities for creative control and autonomy than producing a single group product, which may have contributed to children’s responses.

**Support for Autonomy and Creative Self-expression**

A number of researchers have linked perceptions of self-determination and personal control to increased intrinsic motivation (Deci & Ryan, 2000). This relationship may be particularly important in the domain of composition. In contrast to reading, a central component of motivation to write is interest in expressing one’s feelings, ideas, and perceptions. In order to do so, one must maintain some artistic control and have the freedom to exercise one’s imagination. Silva and Nicholls (1993) found that creative self-expression was the dimension most strongly related to intrinsic commitment to writing among college composition students. A similar dimension was found in the present study. Contexts can vary greatly in the extent to which they support this kind of autonomy, and so writing motivation may be particularly susceptible to contextual influences. In Ms. Donovan’s class, from which most of the School 1 interviewees came, students and teacher particularly attributed their positive feelings to the way a writing workshop approach was used in this classroom. The approach provided a clear and predictable framework within which students were encouraged to be independent and in control of their own writing, developing identities as writers.
Support for Interest Development

Developing identities as writers implies developing stable interest in the activity of writing. Mitchell (1993) and others have suggested that the development of individual or personal interest happens in phases (see also Hidi & Harackiewicz, 2000; Krapp, 2002; Lipstein & Renninger, 2006; Hidi & Renninger, 2006). After an event triggers situational interests, conditions must support a stabilization of situational interest over time. These conditions include support for autonomy and a positive emotional environment. This was clearly the case in Ms. Donovan’s class, where the instructional strategies, provision of choice and creative control, and social supports all appeared to contribute to the development and maintenance of situational interest over time. Positive-activating emotions, particularly enjoyment, were evident in students’ behavior and in their interview responses about writing. Increasingly, motivation and interest researchers are emphasizing the importance of enjoyment and other positive emotions in supporting interest and learning (Bruning & Horn, 2000; Hidi & McLaren, 1991; Op ‘t Eynde & De Corte, 2003; Pekrun et al., 2002). Children were observed to express pleasure and interest in each others’ writing, and writing became something to do with friends as children were encouraged and given time to collaborate on joint projects. Writing was an important part of the social fabric of the classroom.

In Ms. Oliver’s class, children generally did not spontaneously connect writing with enjoyment or creative self-expression, and were more likely to talk about avoiding writing and to characterize it as a school task. Their teacher was also supportive and positive, but she exerted more control over topic and style in writing assignments in Grade 3 than she had in Grade 2. Many of these assignments were written primarily for the teacher to evaluate rather than for others to read and enjoy. Improving writing technique was seen as something done for school; in Ms. Donovan’s class children saw it as something one did to improve one’s ability to capture or communicate ideas or to entertain one’s peers. The meaning of writing as “just” a school task, especially in the absence of enjoyment, has implications for the development of individual interest in writing. Writing is effortful; good writing requires the production of ideas, planning, producing drafts, and revising them, keeping in mind the interests of one’s audience and being open to critique. Because of its inherent difficulty and the gradual development of skill, this perpetuation of a supportive and interesting classroom context over a period of months may be critical.

As the social meaning of literate activity is co-constructed in each community, certain kinds of motivation emerge. Aspects of the context that may contribute to this construction include teachers who model enthusiasm and appreciation, opportunities to experience interesting material in engaging ways, and an ethic of caring for and helping others across the school day. All these things characterize the Nor-
man–Oliver classroom. However, the differences in motivations between Grade 2 and Grade 3 occurred despite the fact that two-thirds of Ms. Oliver’s third graders in School 2 had been in her classroom for LA during their Grade 2 year. In Grade 2 students’ emphases on the various aspects of writing motivation were nearly identical in Bowers’ and Norman–Oliver’s classroom. Both Ms. Oliver and Ms. Donovan introduced new approaches to writing that are likely to have affected children’s perceptions of their role in the classroom community. Students in both classes commented on the differences between writing in Grades 2 and 3. An increase in writing and in autonomy over writing was salient to Ms. Donovan’s students, significantly both the importance of writing in that classroom community and their positions as writers in it. Children in Ms. Oliver’s class seemed to cast writing as more serious but less enjoyable. Field notes confirmed the differences in student autonomy between the two classes. The differences between classes in certain aspects of motivation in Grade 3 were more likely related to the nature of the changes in the context, particularly to the perception of teacher control versus student autonomy, rather than to differences between teachers in personal characteristics or teaching skill.

Limitations and Areas for Future Research

This is a descriptive study involving a relatively small number of schools and participants. The classrooms in this study allowed children some control over their reading. Although there was plenty of assigned reading, in interviews children tended to talk about those times when they could read what they chose, until prompted to consider assigned texts. In addition, the teachers in both schools used strategies that Renninger and Hidi (2002) suggest can set the stage for interest development (see also Guthrie & Knowles, 2001). They provided a variety of books in the classroom, read books aloud, and suggested books to children when they showed an interest in a topic or genre. Similarly, most teachers provided opportunities to produce text in a variety of genres, beginning in Grade 2 and expanding in Grade 3. These conditions are not experienced by all children, and so these results should be interpreted with caution pending further study in additional contexts and with different populations.

The importance of reading and writing skills and motivation to children’s learning in other subjects increases from Grade 3 onwards; this is beyond the scope of the present study. At what point do ego concerns increase in salience and affect students’ willingness to write? Does writing in school become more and more an extrinsically motivated activity as “publishing” to ones peers becomes less and less frequent? Do gender and/or ethnic identity play roles in the willingness of older students to be known as readers and writers? Do the aspects of classroom community described here continue to afford and constrain types of motivation in later grades? These questions remain for future researches to address.
The study presented here joins other recent studies in suggesting an important role for social context in motivation development (see Lipstein & Renninger, 2006; Pressick-Kilborn & Walker, 2002; Thorkildsen et al., 2002; Turner, Meyer, Midgley, & Patrick, 2003; Walker et al., 2004). Further research on social context and literacy motivation with other primary classrooms and with older students is clearly warranted, as well as in other subjects. In particular, the work of Dorothy Holland and her colleagues (Holland et al., 1998) on identity development and the meaning of actions in social worlds may be particularly helpful in understanding how identities as readers and writers (and students) develop. In Ms. Donovan’s class, children and teacher defined themselves and their class as writers, co-constructing the place of writing in the classroom community (Nolen, 2006). The motivational properties of autonomy, creative control, and interest can be seen as in relation to that community and to children’s identities in it.
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APPENDIX A: DATA SOURCES

Number of Children in the Longitudinal Subsample Interviewed at Each Combination of Grades

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grades Interviewed</th>
<th>School 1</th>
<th>School 2</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1, 2, and 3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 and 2 only</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 and 3 only</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 and 3 only</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cell Sizes for Salience Analyses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grades</th>
<th>School 1</th>
<th>School 2</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data Sources for Classroom Context Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field notes</th>
<th>Teacher Interviews</th>
<th>Student Interviews</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Teachers’ Goals and Instructional Activities</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Situational Interest and Motivation in Context</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Function of Literacy in Classroom Social Structure</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marginalization Related to Literacy</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

APPENDIX B: TEACHER INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

1. What are your two or three most important goals for reading?
2. What are your two or three most important goals for writing?
3. How do you know if kids are making progress toward those goals?
4. Are there two or three students that you would say are the most motivated to read or write? How can you tell?
5. Are there two or three that you would say are really not motivated to read and write? How can you tell?
6. Can you tell me about how you use collaboration in reading and writing? Do you do any formal group or partner reading and writing, and if so, describe.
7. Tell me about [target child] and his/her reading and writing skill development over the year.
8. What about his/her motivation to read and write, how did that develop?
9. What about his/her social skills and peer relations?
# APPENDIX C

## Reading Motivation: Major And Minor Codes, With Sample Quotations And Descriptive Codes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Major/Minor Codes</th>
<th>Sample Quotation</th>
<th>Sample Descriptive Codes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Interest</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Situational</td>
<td>It’s fun to like go inside the story, and it’s like you get involved</td>
<td>Get involved with plot or characters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Interest necessary to enjoy reading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Genre</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I like action stories, mysteries.</td>
<td>Like to read favorite genre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Like to read favorite series or author</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Topic</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I like reading dog stories.</td>
<td>Like to read favorite topic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Activity (Grade 3 only)</strong></td>
<td>I love reading long chapter books, because the stories last so long.</td>
<td>Reading is interesting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Why learn to read: so you can read interesting books</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Enjoyment</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading is fun</td>
<td>I like reading, it’s fun.</td>
<td>Why learn to read: because it is fun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reading is fun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading time as a social good</td>
<td>[If] you just wanted to read the whole book you could do it by yourself.</td>
<td>Like to read solo because get to read more</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fun to use imagination</td>
<td>Fantasy, because they let you sort of… picture it in your mind.</td>
<td>Favorite reading: get to use imagination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Like to make up my own pictures in my head</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mastery</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I’ve improved a lot more. And it’s going a lot better.</td>
<td>Can read harder books, like the challenge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Pride in improvement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sense-making</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sometimes you don’t soak up the ideas as well if you’re in a group.</td>
<td>Understanding is important</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Like to read solo bec. text makes more sense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Read to Learn</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>It’s fun to learn about different stuff and just to read books about people from different places.</td>
<td>Reading makes you smarter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Read to learn new things, find out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reading as a School Task</strong></td>
<td>I read my reader books for reading minutes after school every night.</td>
<td>Why learn to read: need it for school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Read at home: Homework, “reading minutes”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Utility Reading</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>You need to know like, the words in the store. You need to know what you’re getting.</td>
<td>Why learn to read: it is valuable for life</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Why learn to read: grownups need to read at work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ego Concerns</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>If a whole bunch of people were there and you got a word wrong, they’d probably laugh at you.</td>
<td>Concern about relative skill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Why learn to read: to avoid shame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major/Minor Codes</td>
<td>Sample Quotation</td>
<td>Sample Descriptive Codes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Motives</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read as social fun</td>
<td>I like reading with friends.</td>
<td>Reading with others is fun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Like to read to family members</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read to help others</td>
<td>If you read something and it’s like the other person or I don’t understand, we can kind of help each other along.</td>
<td>Read to help others</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Read to get help from others</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading Discussions (Grade 3 only)</td>
<td>You can talk to each other about the book, sometimes you can get some pretty funny ideas.</td>
<td>Choose pair reading so can discuss what you read</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Read to talk about what read</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading Avoidance</td>
<td>Because then you don’t really have to read out loud [which is harder].</td>
<td>Avoid reading hard books</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reading takes too much time</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## APPENDIX D
Writing Motivation: Major and Minor Codes with Sample Quotations and Sample Descriptive Codes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Major/minor codes</th>
<th>Sample Quotation</th>
<th>Sample descriptive codes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Interest</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Like to write stories</td>
<td>I like (writing) when I can write a story or something that’s exciting or a poem.</td>
<td>Why learn: so you can write stories</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre</td>
<td>[I mostly like to write] adventure books, nonfiction, those things.</td>
<td>Favorite to write: genre Write at home: poems, jokes, essays...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic</td>
<td>I love to write about animals.</td>
<td>Like to write if topic is good Favorite to write: topic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity (Grade 3 only)</td>
<td>I just like it, and it’s very interesting.</td>
<td>Why learn to write: makes life more interesting Like to write because it is interesting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Enjoyment</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writing is fun</td>
<td>This year it’s more fun because it’s a fun way to learn how to write.</td>
<td>Writing is fun Like the writing process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>I like writing. It’s practicing writing and it makes me be a good writer.</td>
<td>Write to master writing Fun to learn how to write</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creative Self-Expression</td>
<td>What I like is, it takes all of my creativity out of my mind and onto a piece of paper.</td>
<td>Like writing because uses my creativity Like having choices, creative control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writing as a School Task</td>
<td>Because if you have to do a book report and you didn’t know how to write, it would be really hard.</td>
<td>Why learn to write: need it for school What write at home: homework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utility Writing</td>
<td>Because [writing’s] another thing that you kind of need to get a good job.</td>
<td>Why learn: grownups need to write Write to remember thoughts, ideas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ego Concerns</td>
<td>If you had to… sign some papers and you didn’t know how to write your name you’d just feel kind of silly.</td>
<td>Why learn to write: avoid shame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Motives</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tool to communicate</td>
<td>[Everyone should learn to write] because I enjoy a reading other people’s ideas. And how people think about the world.</td>
<td>What write at home: letters to people Why learn to write: to share ideas with others</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major/minor codes</td>
<td>Sample Quotation</td>
<td>Sample descriptive codes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Write to help others</td>
<td>I help my mom in writing and stuff, because she sometimes asks me how to spell words because she was born in Guatemala so I help her and sometimes she helps me.</td>
<td>Write to help others&lt;br&gt;Why learn to write: to teach your kids how</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writing Avoidance</td>
<td>I didn’t really want to do that [book report]. It was a long book and I didn’t really know what to write.</td>
<td>Not like writing: hard for me&lt;br&gt;Not like writing: can’t think of what to write</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writing Conventions</td>
<td>Writing’s hard. Just like, knowing where the periods are and the capitals.</td>
<td>Why learn to write: avoid errors&lt;br&gt;Writing to learn how to spell</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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